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Table Layout in CSS

You may have glanced at that title and wondered, “Table layout? Isn’t that exactly
what we’re trying to avoid doing?” Indeed so, but this chapter is not about using
tables for layout. Instead, it’s about the ways that tables themselves are laid out by
CSS, which is a far more complicated affair than it might first appear.
Tables are unusual, compared to the rest of document layout. Until flexbox and grid
came along, tables alone possessed the unique ability to associate element sizes with
other elements—for example, all the cells in a row have the same height, no matter
how much or how little content each individual cell might contain. The same is true
for the widths of cells that share a column. Cells that adjoin can share a border, even
if the two cells have very different border styles. As we’ll see, these abilities are pur‐
chased at the expense of a great many behaviors and rules—many of them rooted
deep in the past—that apply to tables, and only tables.

Table Formatting
Before we can start to worry about how cell borders are drawn and tables sized, we
need to delve into the fundamental ways in which tables are assembled, and the ways
that elements within a table are related. This is referred to as table formatting, and it is
quite distinct from table layout: the layout is possible only after the formatting has
been completed.

Visually Arranging a Table
The first thing to understand is how CSS defines the arrangement of tables. While
this knowledge may seem a bit basic, it’s key to understanding how best to style
tables.
CSS draws a distinction between table elements and internal table elements. In CSS,
internal table elements generate rectangular boxes that have content, padding, and
borders, but not margins. Therefore, it is not possible to define the separation
1
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between table cells by giving them margins. A CSS-conformant browser will ignore
any attempts to apply margins to cells, rows, or any other internal table element (with
the exception of captions, which are discussed in the section “Captions” on page 14).
There are six basic rules for arranging tables. The basis of these rules is a grid cell,
which is one area between the grid lines on which a table is drawn. Consider Figure 1,
in which two tables are shown: their grid cells are indicated by the dashed lines drawn
over the tables.

Figure 1. Grid cells form the basis of table layout
In a simple two-by-two table, such as the lefthand table shown in Figure 1, the grid
cells correspond to the actual table cells. In a more complicated table, like the right‐
hand table in Figure 1, some table cells will span multiple grid cells—but note that
every table cell’s edges are placed along a grid-cell edge.
These grid cells are largely theoretical constructs, and they cannot be styled or even
accessed through the Document Object Model (DOM). They simply serve as a way to
describe how tables are assembled for styling.

Table arrangement rules
• Each row box encompasses a single row of grid cells. All the row boxes in a table
fill the table from top to bottom in the order they occur in the source document
(with the exception of any table-header or table-footer row boxes, which come at
the beginning and end of the table, respectively). Thus, a table contains as many
grid rows as there are row elements (e.g., tr elements).
• A row group’s box encompasses the same grid cells as the row boxes it contains.
• A column box encompasses one or more columns of grid cells. All the column
boxes are placed next to one another in the order they occur. The first column
box is on the left for left-to-right languages, and on the right for right-to-left lan‐
guages.

2
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• A column group’s box encompasses the same grid cells as the column boxes it
contains.
• Although cells may span several rows or columns, CSS does not define how this
happens. It is instead left to the document language to define spanning. Each
spanned cell is a rectangular box one or more grid cells wide and high. The top
row of this spanning rectangle is in the row that is parent to the spanned grid
cell. The cell’s rectangle must be as far to the left as possible in left-to-right lan‐
guages, but it may not overlap any other cell box. It must also be to the right of all
cells in the same row that are earlier in the source document (in a left-to-right
language). In right-to-left languages, a spanned cell must be as far to the right as
possible without overlapping other cells, and must be to the left of all cells in the
same row that follow it in the document source.
• A cell’s box cannot extend beyond the last row box of a table or row group. If the
table structure would cause this condition, the cell must be shortened until it fits
within the table or row group that encloses it.
The CSS specification discourages, but does not prohibit, the posi‐
tioning of table cells and other internal table elements. Positioning
a row that contains row-spanning cells, for example, could dramat‐
ically alter the layout of the table by removing the row from the
table entirely, thus removing the spanned cells from consideration
in the layout of other rows. Nevertheless, it is quite possible to
apply positioning to table elements in current browsers.

By definition, grid cells are rectangular, but they do not all have to be the same size.
All the grid cells in a given grid column will be the same width, and all the grid cells
in a grid row will be the same height, but the height of one grid row may be different
than that of another grid row. Similarly, grid columns may be of different widths.
With those basic rules in mind, a question may arise: how, exactly, do you know
which elements are cells and which are not?

Table Display Values
In HTML, it’s easy to know which elements are parts of tables because the handling of
elements like tr and td is built into browsers. In XML, on the other hand, there is no
way to intrinsically know which elements might be part of a table. This is where a
whole collection of values for display come into play.

Table Formatting
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display
Values:

none | inline | block | inline-block | list-item | run-in | table |
inline-table | table-row-group | table-header-group | tablefooter-group | table-row | table-column-group | table-column |
table-cell | table-caption | inherit

Initial value:

inline

Applies to:

All elements

Inherited:

No

Computed
value:

Varies for floated, positioned, and root elements (see CSS2.1, section 9.7); otherwise, as
specified

Note:

The values compact and marker appeared in CSS2, but were dropped from CSS2.1
due to a lack of widespread support.

In this text, we’ll stick to the table-related values, as the others (block, inline,
inline-block, run-in, and list-item) are beyond the scope of tables. The tablerelated values can be summarized as follows:
table

This value specifies that an element defines a block-level table. Thus, it defines a
rectangular block that generates a block box. The corresponding HTML element
is, not surprisingly, table.
inline-table

This value specifies that an element defines an inline-level table. This means the
element defines a rectangular block that generates an inline box. The closest nontable analogue is the value inline-block. The closest HTML element is table,
although, by default, HTML tables are not inline.
table-row

This value specifies that an element is a row of table cells. The corresponding
HTML element is the tr element.

4
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table-row-group

This value specifies that an element groups one or more table rows. The corre‐
sponding HTML value is tbody.
table-header-group

This value is very much like table-row-group, except that for visual formatting,
the header row group is always displayed before all other rows and row groups,
and after any top captions. In print, if a table requires multiple pages to print, a
user agent may repeat header rows at the top of each page (Firefox does this, for
example). The specification does not define what happens if you assign tableheader-group to multiple elements. A header group can contain multiple rows.
The HTML equivalent is thead.
table-footer-group

This value is very much like table-header-group, except that the footer row
group is always displayed after all other rows and row groups, and before any
bottom captions. In print, if a table requires multiple pages to print, a user agent
may repeat footer rows at the bottom of each page. The specification does not
define what happens if you assign table-footer-group to multiple elements.
This is equivalent to the HTML element tfoot.
table-column

This value declares that an element describes a column of table cells. In CSS
terms, elements with this display value are not visually rendered, as if they had
the value none. Their existence is largely for the purposes of helping to define the
presentation of cells within the column. The HTML equivalent is the col ele‐
ment.
table-column-group

This value declares that an element groups one or more columns. Like tablecolumn elements, table-column-group elements are not rendered, but the value
is useful for defining presentation for elements within the column group. The
HTML equivalent is the colgroup element.
table-cell

This value specifies that an element represents a single cell in a table. The HTML
elements th and td are both examples of table-cell elements.
table-caption

This value defines a table’s caption. CSS does not define what should happen if
multiple elements have the value caption, but it does explicitly warn, “…authors
should not put more than one element with display: caption inside a table or
inline-table element.”

Table Formatting
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You can get a quick summary of the general effects of these values by taking an
excerpt from the example HTML 4.0 stylesheet given in Appendix D of the CSS 2.1
specification:
table {display: table;}
tr {display: table-row;}
thead {display: table-header-group;}
tbody {display: table-row-group;}
tfoot {display: table-footer-group;}
col {display: table-column;}
colgroup {display: table-column-group;}
td, th {display: table-cell;}
caption {display: table-caption;}

In XML, where elements will not have display semantics by default, these values
become quite useful. Consider the following markup:
<scores>
<headers>
<label>Team</label>
<label>Score</label>
</headers>
<game sport="MLB" league="NL">
<team>
<name>Reds</name>
<score>8</score>
</team>
<team>
<name>Cubs</name>
<score>5</score>
</team>
</game>
</scores>

This could be formatted in a tabular fashion using the following styles:
scores {display: table;}
headers {display: table-header-group;}
game {display: table-row-group;}
team {display: table-row;}
label, name, score {display: table-cell;}

The various cells could then be styled as necessary—for example, boldfacing the
label elements and right-aligning the scores.

Row primacy
CSS defines its table model as “row primacy.” In other words, the model assumes that
authors will create markup languages where rows are explicitly declared. Columns,
on the other hand, are derived from the layout of the rows of cells. Thus, the first col‐
umn is made up of the first cells in each row; the second column is made up of the
second cells, and so forth.
6
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Row primacy is not a major issue in HTML, where the markup language is already
row-oriented. In XML, it has more of an impact because it constrains the way in
which authors can define table markup. Because of the row-oriented nature of the
CSS table model, a markup language in which columns are the basis of table layout is
not really possible (assuming that the intent is to use CSS to present such docu‐
ments).

Columns
Although the CSS table model is row-oriented, columns do still play a part in layout.
A cell can belong to both contexts (row and column), even though it is descended
from row elements in the document source. In CSS, however, columns and column
groups can accept only four nontable properties: border, background, width, and
visibility.
In addition, each of these four properties has special rules that apply only in the col‐
umnar context:
border

Borders can be set for columns and column groups only if the property bordercollapse has the value collapse. In such circumstances, column and column-

group borders participate in the collapsing algorithm that sets the border styles at
each cell edge. (See the section “Collapsing Cell Borders” on page 20.)

background

The background of a column or column group will be visible only in cells where
both the cell and its row have transparent backgrounds. (See the section “Table
Layers” on page 12.)
width

The width property defines the minimum width of the column or column group.
The content of cells within the column (or group) may force the column to
become wider.
visibility

If the value of visibility for a column or column group is collapse, then none
of the cells in the column (or group) are rendered. Cells that span from the
collapsed column into other columns are clipped, as are cells that span from
other columns into the hidden column. Furthermore, the overall width of the
table is reduced by the width the column would have taken up. A declaration of
any visibility value other than hidden is ignored for a column or column
group.

Table Formatting
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Anonymous Table Objects
There is the possibility that a markup language might not contain enough elements to
fully represent tables as they are defined in CSS, or that an author will forget to
include all the necessary elements. For example, consider this HTML:
<table>
<td>Name:</td>
<td><input type="text"></td>
</table>

You might glance at this markup and assume that it defines a two-cell table of a single
row, but structurally, there is no element defining a row (because the tr is missing).
To cover such possibilities, CSS defines a mechanism for inserting “missing” table
components as anonymous objects. For a basic example of how this works, let’s revisit
our missing-row HTML example. In CSS terms, what effectively happens is that an
anonymous table-row object is inserted between the table element and its descend‐
ant table cells:
<table>
<!--anonymous table-row object begins-->
<td>Name:</td>
<td><input type="text"></td>
<!--anonymous table-row object ends-->
</table>

A visual representation of this process is given in Figure 2, where the dotted line rep‐
resents the inserted anonymous table row.

Figure 2. Anonymous-object generation in table formatting
Seven different kinds of anonymous-object insertions can occur in the CSS table
model. These seven rules are, like inheritance and specificity, an example of a mecha‐
nism that attempts to impose intuitive sense on the way CSS behaves.

Object insertion rules
1. If a table-cell element’s parent is not a table-row element, then an anonymous
table-row object is inserted between the table-cell element and its parent. The

8
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inserted object will include all consecutive siblings of the table-cell element.
Consider the following styles and markup:
system {display: table;}
name, moons {display: table-cell;}
<system>
<name>Mercury</name>
<moons>0</moons>
</system>

The anonymous table-row object is inserted between the cell elements and the
system element, and it encloses both the name and moons elements.
The same holds true even if the parent element is a table-row-group. To extend
the example, assume that the following applies:
system {display: table;}
planet {display: table-row-group;}
name, moons {display: table-cell;}
<system>
<planet>
<name>Mercury</name>
<moons>0</moons>
</planet>
<planet>
<name>Venus</name>
<moons>0</moons>
</planet>
</system>

In this example, both sets of cells will be enclosed in an anonymous table-row
object that is inserted between them and the planet elements.
2. If a table-row element’s parent is not a table, inline-table, or table-rowgroup element, then an anonymous table element is inserted between the
table-row element and its parent. The inserted object will include all consecutive
siblings of the table-row element. Consider the following styles and markup:
docbody {display: block;}
planet {display: table-row;}
<docbody>
<planet>
<name>Mercury</name>
<moons>0</moons>
</planet>
<planet>
<name>Venus</name>
<moons>0</moons>

Table Formatting
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</planet>
</docbody>

Because the display value of the planet elements’ parent is block, the anony‐
mous table object is inserted between the planet elements and the docbody ele‐
ment. This anonymous table object will enclose both planet elements, since
they are consecutive siblings.
3. If a table-column element’s parent is not a table, inline-table, or tablecolumn-group element, then an anonymous table element is inserted between
the table-column element and its parent. This is much the same as the tablerow rule just discussed, except for its column-oriented nature.
4. If the parent element of a table-row-group, table-header-group, tablefooter-group, table-column-group, or table-caption element is not a table
element, then an anonymous table object is inserted between the element and
its parent.
5. If a child element of a table or inline-table element is not a table-row-group,
table-header-group, table-footer-group, table-row, or table-caption ele‐
ment, then an anonymous table-row object is inserted between the table ele‐
ment and its child element. This anonymous object spans all of the consecutive
siblings of the child element that are not table-row-group, table-headergroup, table-footer-group, table-row, or table-caption elements. Consider
the following markup and styles:
system {display: table;}
planet {display: table-row;}
name, moons {display: table-cell;}
<system>
<planet>
<name>Mercury</name>
<moons>0</moons>
</planet>
<name>Venus</name>
<moons>0</moons>
</system>

Here, a single anonymous table-row object will be inserted between the system
element and the second set of name and moons elements. The planet element is
not enclosed by the anonymous object because its display is table-row.
6. If a child element of a table-row-group, table-header-group, or tablefooter-group element is not a table-row element, then an anonymous tablerow object is inserted between the element and its child element. This anonymous
object spans all of the consecutive siblings of the child element that are not
table-row objects themselves. Consider the following markup and styles:
10
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system {display: table;}
planet {display: table-row-group;}
name, moons {display: table-cell;}
<system>
<planet>
<name>Mercury</name>
<moons>0</moons>
</planet>
<name>Venus</name>
<moons>0</moons>
</system>

In this case, each set of name and moons elements will be enclosed in an anony‐
mous table-row element. For the second set, the insertion happens in accord
with rule 5. For the first set, the anonymous object is inserted between the planet
element and its children because the planet element is a table-row-group ele‐
ment.
7. If a child element of a table-row element is not a table-cell element, then an
anonymous table-cell object is inserted between the element and its child ele‐
ment. This anonymous object encloses all consecutive siblings of the child ele‐
ment that are not table-cell elements themselves. Consider the following
markup and styles:
system {display: table;}
planet {display: table-row;}
name, moons {display: table-cell;}
<system>
<planet>
<name>Mercury</name>
<num>0</num>
</planet>
</system>

Because the element num does not have a table-related display value, an anony‐
mous table-cell object is inserted between the planet element and the num ele‐
ment.
This behavior also extends to the encapsulation of anonymous inline boxes. Sup‐
pose that the num element was not included:
<system>
<planet>
<name>Mercury</name>
0
</planet>
</system>

Table Formatting
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The 0 would still be enclosed in an anonymous table-cell object. To further
illustrate this point, here is an example adapted from the CSS specification:
example {display: table-cell;}
row {display: table-row;}
hey {font-weight: 900;}
<example>
<row>This is the <hey>top</hey> row.</row>
<row>This is the <hey>bottom</hey> row.</row>
</example>

Within each row element, the text fragments and hey element are enclosed in
anonymous table-cell objects.

Table Layers
For the assembly of a table’s presentation, CSS defines six individual “layers” on
which the various aspects of a table are placed. Figure 3 shows these layers.

Figure 3. The formatting layers used in table presentation
Basically, the styles for each aspect of the table are drawn on their individual layers.
Thus, if the table element has a green background and a one-pixel black border, then
12
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those styles are drawn on the lowest layer. Any styles for the column groups are
drawn on the next layer up, the columns themselves on the layer above that, and so
on. The top layer, which corresponds to the table cells, is drawn last.
For the most part, this is simply a logical process; after all, if you declare a back‐
ground color for table cells, you would want that drawn over the background for the
table element. The most important point revealed by Figure 3 is that column styles
come below row styles, so a row’s background will overwrite a column’s background.
It is important to remember that by default, all elements have transparent back‐
grounds. Thus, in the following markup, the table element’s background will be visi‐
ble “through” cells, rows, columns, and so forth that do not have a background of
their own, as illustrated in Figure 4:
<table style="background: #B84;">
<tr>
<td>hey</td>
<td style="background: #ABC;">there</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what’s</td>
<td>up?</td>
</tr>
<tr style="background: #CBA;">
<td>not</td>
<td style="background: #ECC;">much</td>
</tr>
</table>

Figure 4. Seeing the background of table-formatting layers through other layers

Table Formatting
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Captions
A table caption is about what you’d expect: a short bit of text that describes the nature
of the table’s contents. A chart of stock quotes for the fourth quarter of 2016, there‐
fore, might have a caption element whose contents read “Q4 2016 Stock Perfor‐
mance.” With the property caption-side, you can place this element either above or
below the table, regardless of where the caption appears in the table’s structure. (In
HTML5, the caption element can appear only as the first child of a table element,
but other languages may have different rules.)

caption-side
Values:

top | bottom

Initial value:

top

Applies to:

Elements with the display value table-caption

Inherited:

Yes

Computed value: As specified
Note:

The values left and right appeared in CSS2, but were dropped from CSS2.1 due to
a lack of widespread support.

Captions are a bit odd, at least in visual terms. The CSS specification states that a cap‐
tion is formatted as if it were a block box placed immediately before (or after) the
table’s box, with one exception: the caption can still inherit values from the table.
A simple example should suffice to illustrate most of the important aspects of caption
presentation. Consider the following, illustrated in Figure 5:
caption {background: #B84; margin: 1em 0; caption-side: top;}
table {color: white; background: #840; margin: 0.5em 0;}

The text in the caption element inherits the color value white from the table, while
the caption gets its own background. The separation between the table’s outer border
edge and the caption’s outer margin edge is one em, as the top margin of the table and
bottom margin of the caption have collapsed. Finally, the width of the caption is
based on the content width of the table element, which is considered to be the con‐
taining block of the caption.

14
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Figure 5. Styling captions and tables
These same results would occur if we change the value of caption-side to bottom,
except that the caption would be placed after the table’s box, and collapsing would
occur between the top margin of the caption and the bottom margin of the table.
For the most part, captions are styled just like any block-level element: they can be
padded, have borders, be given backgrounds, and so on. For example, if we need to
change the horizontal alignment of text within the caption, we use the property textalign. Thus, to right-align the caption in the previous example, we would write:
caption {background: gray; margin: 1em 0;
caption-side: top; text-align: right;}

Table Cell Borders
There are two quite distinct border models in CSS. The separated border model takes
effect when cells are separated from each other in layout terms. The other option is
the collapsed border model, in which there is no visual separation between cells, and
cell borders merge, or collapse into one another. The former is the default model,
although in an earlier version of CSS the latter was the default.
An author can choose between the two models with the property border-collapse.

Table Cell Borders
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border-collapse
Values:

collapse | separate | inherit

Initial value:

separate

Applies to:

Elements with the display value table or table-inline

Inherited:

Yes

Computed value: As specified
Note:

In CSS2, the default was collapse.

The whole point of this property is to offer a way to determine which border model
the user agent will employ. If the value collapse is in effect, then the collapsing bor‐
ders model is used. If the value is separate, then the separated borders model is used.
We’ll look at the latter model first, since it’s much simpler to describe, and it’s the
default value.

Separated Cell Borders
In this model, every cell in the table is separated from the other cells by some dis‐
tance, and the borders of cells do not collapse into one another. Thus, given the fol‐
lowing styles and markup, you would see the result shown in Figure 6:
table {border-collapse: separate;}
td {border: 3px double black; padding: 3px;}
tr:nth-child(2) td:nth-child(2) {border-color: gray;}
<table cellspacing="0">
<tr>
<td>cell one</td>
<td>cell two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cell three</td>
<td>cell four</td>
</tr>
</table>

16
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Figure 6. Separated (and thus separate) cell borders
Note that the cell borders touch but remain distinct from one another. The three lines
between cells are actually the two double borders sitting right next to each other; the
gray border around the fourth cell helps make this more clear.
The HTML attribute cellspacing was included in the preceding example to make
sure the cells had no separation between them, but its presence is likely a bit trou‐
bling. After all, if you can define that borders be separate, then there ought to be a
way to use CSS to alter the spacing between cells. Fortunately, there is.

Border spacing
Once you’ve separated the table cell borders, there may be situations where you want
those borders to be separated by some distance. This can be easily accomplished with
the property border-spacing, which provides a more powerful replacement for the
HTML attribute cellspacing.

border-spacing
Values:

<length> <length>? | inherit

Initial value:

0

Applies to:

Elements with the display value table or table-inline

Inherited:

Yes

Computed value: Two absolute lengths
Note:

Property is ignored unless border-collapse value is separate

Table Cell Borders
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Either one or two lengths can be given for the value of this property. If you want all
your cells separated by a single pixel, then border-spacing: 1px; will suffice. If, on
the other hand, you want cells to be separated by one pixel horizontally and five pix‐
els vertically, write border-spacing: 1px 5px;. If two lengths are supplied, the first
is always the horizontal separation, and the second is always the vertical.
The spacing values are also applied between the borders of cells along the outside of a
table and the padding on the table element itself. Given the following styles, you
would get the result shown in Figure 7:
table {border-collapse: separate; border-spacing: 5px 8px;
padding: 12px; border: 2px solid black;}
td { border: 1px solid gray;}
td#squeeze {border-width: 5px;}

Figure 7. Border spacing effects between cells and their enclosing table
In Figure 7, there is a space 5 pixels wide between the borders of any two horizontally
adjacent cells, and there are 17 pixels of space between the borders of the right- and
left-most cells and the right and left borders of the table element. Similarly, the bor‐
ders of vertically adjacent cells are 8 pixels apart, and the borders of the cells in the
top and bottom rows are 20 pixels from the top and bottom borders of the table,
respectively. The separation between cell borders is constant throughout the table,
regardless of the border widths of the cells themselves.

18
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Note also that if you’re going to declare a border-spacing value, it’s done on the table
itself, not on the individual cells. If border-spacing had been declared for the td ele‐
ments in the previous example, it would have been ignored.
In the separated-border model, borders cannot be set for rows, row groups, columns,
and column groups. Any border properties declared for such elements must be
ignored by a CSS-conformant user agent.

Handling empty cells
Because every cell is, in a visual sense, distinct from all the other cells in the table,
what do you do with cells that are empty (i.e., have no content)? You have two
choices, which are reflected in the values of the empty-cells property.

empty-cells
Values:

show | hide | inherit

Initial value:

show

Applies to:

Elements with the display value table-cell

Inherited:

Yes

Computed value: As specified
Note:

Property is ignored unless border-collapse value is separate.

If empty-cells is set to show, then the borders and background of an empty cell will
be drawn, just as with table cells that have content. If the value is hide, then no part of
the cell is drawn, just as if the cell were set to visibility: hidden.
If a cell contains any content, it cannot be considered empty. “Content,” in this case,
includes not only text, images, form elements, and so on, but also the nonbreaking
space entity (&nbsp;) and any other whitespace except the CR (carriage return), LF
(linefeed), tab, and space characters. If all the cells in a row are empty, and all have an
empty-cells value of hide, then the entire row is treated as if the row element were
set to display: none.
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Collapsing Cell Borders
While the collapsing cell model largely describes how HTML tables have always been
laid out when they don’t have any cell spacing, it is quite a bit more complicated than
the separated borders model. There are also some rules that set collapsing cell borders
apart from the separated borders model. These are:
• Elements with a display of table or inline-table cannot have any padding
when border-collapse is collapse, although they can have margins. Thus,
there is never separation between the border around the outside of the table and
the edges of its outermost cells in the collapsed borders model.
• Borders can be applied to cells, rows, row groups, columns, and column groups.
A table itself can, as always, have a border.
• There is never any separation between cell borders in the collapsed borders
model. In fact, borders collapse into each other where they adjoin, so that only
one of the collapsing borders is actually drawn. This is somewhat akin to margin
collapsing, where the largest margin wins. When cell borders collapse, the “most
interesting” border wins.
• Once they are collapsed, the borders between cells are centered on the hypotheti‐
cal grid lines between the cells.
We’ll explore the last two points in more detail in the next two sections.

Collapsing border layout
In order to better understand how the collapsing borders model works, let’s look at
the layout of a single table row, as shown in Figure 8.
For each cell, the padding and content width of the cell is inside the borders, as
expected. For the borders between cells, half of the border is to one side of the grid
line between two cells, and the other half is to the other side. In each case, only a sin‐
gle border is drawn along each cell edge. You might think that half of each cell’s bor‐
der is drawn to each side of the grid line, but that’s not what happens.
For example, assume that the solid borders on the middle cell are green and the solid
borders on the outer two cells are red. The borders on the right and left sides of the
middle cell (which collapse with the adjacent borders of the outer cells) will be all
green, or all red, depending on which border wins out. We’ll discuss how to tell which
one wins in the next section.
You may have noticed that the outer borders protrude past the table’s width. This is
because in this model, half the table’s borders are included in the width. The other
half sticks out beyond that distance, sitting in the margin itself. This might seem a bit
weird, but that’s how the model is defined to work.
20
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Figure 8. The layout of a table row using the collapsing borders model
The specification includes a layout formula that I’ll reproduce here for the benefit of
those who enjoy such things:
row width = (0.5 * border-width-0) + padding-left-1 + width-1 + padding-right-1
+ border-width-1 + padding-left-2 +...+ padding-right-n + (0.5 * border-width-n)
Each border-width-n refers to the border between cell n and the next cell; thus,
border-width-3 refers to the border between the third and fourth cells. The value n
stands for the total number of cells in the row.
There is a slight exception to this mechanism. When beginning the layout of a
collapsed-border table, the user agent computes an initial left and right border for the
table itself. It does this by examining the left border of the first cell in the first row of
the table and by taking half of that border’s width as the table’s initial left border
width. The user agent then examines the right border of the last cell in the first row
and uses half that width to set the table’s initial right-border width. For any row after
the first, if the left or right border is wider than the initial border widths, it sticks out
into the margin area of the table.
In cases where a border is an odd number of display elements (pixels, printer dots,
etc.) wide, the user agent is left to decide what to do about centering the border on
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the grid line. It might shift the border so that it is slightly off-center, round up or
down to an even number of display elements, use anti-aliasing, or adjust anything else
that seems reasonable.

Border collapsing
When two or more borders are adjacent, they collapse into each other. In fact, they
don’t collapse so much as fight it out to see which of them will gain supremacy over
the others. There are some strict rules governing which borders will win and which
will not:
• If one of the collapsing borders has a border-style of hidden, it takes prece‐
dence over all other collapsing borders. All borders at this location are hidden.
• If all the borders are visible, then wider borders take precedence over narrower
ones. Thus, if a two-pixel dotted border and a five-pixel double border collapse,
the border at that location will be a five-pixel double border.
• If all collapsing borders have the same width but different border styles, then the
border style is taken in the following order, from most to least preferred: double,
solid, dashed, dotted, ridge, outset, groove, inset, none. Thus, if two borders
with the same width are collapsing, and one is dashed while the other is outset,
the border at that location will be dashed.
• If collapsing borders have the same style and width, but differ in color, then the
color used is taken from an element in the following list, from most preferred to
least: cell, row, row group, column, column group, table. Thus, if the borders of a
cell and a column (identical in every way except color) collapse, then the cell’s
border color (and style and width) will be used. If the collapsing borders come
from the same type of element, such as two row borders with the same style and
width but different colors, then the color is taken from borders that are further to
the top and left (in left-to-right languages; otherwise, further to the top and
right).
The following styles and markup, presented in Figure 9, help illustrate each of the
four rules:
table {border-collapse: collapse;
border: 3px outset gray;}
td {border: 1px solid gray; padding: 0.5em;}
#r2c1, #r2c2 {border-style: hidden;}
#r1c1, #r1c4 {border-width: 5px;}
#r2c4 {border-style: double; border-width: 3px;}
#r3c4 {border-style: dotted; border-width: 2px;}
#r4c1 {border-bottom-style: hidden;}
#r4c3 {border-top: 13px solid silver;}
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<table>
<tr>
<td
<td
<td
<td
</tr>
<tr>
<td
<td
<td
<td
</tr>
<tr>
<td
<td
<td
<td
</tr>
<tr>
<td
<td
<td
<td
</tr>
</table>

id="r1c1">1-1</td>
id="r1c2">1-2</td>
id="r1c3">1-3</td>
id="r1c4">1-4</td>

id="r2c1">2-1</td>
id="r2c2">2-2</td>
id="r2c3">2-3</td>
id="r2c4">2-4</td>

id="r3c1">3-1</td>
id="r3c2">3-2</td>
id="r3c3">3-3</td>
id="r3c4">3-4</td>

id="r4c1">4-1</td>
id="r4c2">4-2</td>
id="r4c3">4-3</td>
id="r4c4">4-4</td>

Let’s consider what happened for each of the cells, in turn:
• For cells 1-1 and 1-4, the five-pixel borders were wider than any of their adjacent
borders, so they won out not only over adjoining cell borders, but over the bor‐
der of the table itself. The only exception is the bottom of cell 1-1, which was
suppressed.
• The bottom border on cell 1-1 was suppressed because cells 2-1 and 2-2, with
their explicitly hidden borders, completely remove any borders from the edge of
the cells. Again, the table’s border lost out (on the left edge of cell 2-1) to a cell’s
border. The bottom border of cell 4-1 was also hidden, and so it prevented any
border from appearing below the cell.
• The three-pixel double border of cell 2-4 was overridden on top by the five-pixel
solid border of cell 1-4. Cell 2-4’s border, in turn, overrode the border between
itself and cell 2-3 because it was both wider and “more interesting.” Cell 2-4 also
overrode the border between itself and cell 3-4, even though both are the same
width, because 2-4’s double style is defined to be “more interesting” than 3-4’s
dotted border.
• The 13-pixel bottom silver border of cell 3-3 not only overrode the top border of
cell 4-3, but it also affected the layout of content within both cells and the rows
that contain both cells.
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• For cells along the outer edge of the table that aren’t specially styled, their onepixel solid borders are overridden by the three-pixel outset border on the table
element itself.

Figure 9. Manipulating border widths, styles, and colors leads to some unusual results
This is, in fact, about as complicated as it sounds, although the behaviors are largely
intuitive and make a little more sense with practice. It’s worth noting, though, that the
basic Netscape 1.1-era table presentation can be captured with a fairly simple set of
rules, described here and illustrated by Figure 10:
table {border-collapse: collapse; border: 2px outset gray;}
td {border: 1px inset gray;}

Figure 10. Reproducing old-school table presentation
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Table Sizing
Now that we’ve dug into the guts of table formatting and cell border appearance, we
have the pieces we need to understand the sizing of tables and their internal elements.
When it comes to determining table width, there are two different approaches: fixedwidth layout and automatic-width layout. Heights are calculated automatically no
matter what width algorithms are used.

Width
Since there are two different ways to figure out the width of a table, it’s only logical
that there be a way to declare which should be used for a given table. Authors can use
the property table-layout to select between the two kinds of table width calculation.

table-layout
Values:

auto | fixed | inherit

Initial value:

auto

Applies to:

Elements with the display value table or inline-table

Inherited:

Yes

Computed value: As specified

While the two models can have different results in laying out a given table, the funda‐
mental difference between the two is that of speed. With a fixed-width table layout,
the user agent can calculate the layout of the table more quickly than is possible in the
automatic-width model.

Fixed layout
The main reason the fixed-layout model is so fast is that its layout does not depend
on the contents of table cells. Instead, it’s driven by the width values of the table, col‐
umns, and cells within that table.
The fixed-layout model works in the following simple steps:
1. Any column element whose width property has a value other than auto sets the
width for that entire column.
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a. If a column has an auto width, but the cell in the first row of the table within
that column has a width other than auto, then the cell sets the width for that
entire column. If the cell spans multiple columns, then the width is divided
between the columns.
b. Any columns that are still auto-sized are sized so that their widths are as equal
as possible.
At that point, the width of the table is set to be either the value of width for the table
or the sum of the column widths, whichever is greater. If the table turns out to be
wider than its columns, then the difference is divided by the number of columns and
the result is added to each of them.
This approach is fast because all of the column widths are defined by the first row of
the table. The cells in any rows that come after the first are sized according to the col‐
umn widths that were defined by the first row. The cells in those following rows do
not—indeed, cannot—change column widths, which means that any width value
assigned to those cells will be ignored. In cases where a cell’s content does not fit into
its cell, the overflow value for the cell determines whether the cell contents are clip‐
ped, visible, or generate a scrollbar.
Let’s consider the following styles and markup, which are illustrated in Figure 11:
table {table-layout: fixed; width: 400px;
border-collapse: collapse;}
td {border: 1px solid;}
col#c1 {width: 200px;}
#r1c2 {width: 75px;}
#r2c3 {width: 500px;}
<table>
<colgroup> <col id="c1"><col id="c2"><col id="c3"><col id="c4"> </colgroup>
<tr>
<td id="r1c1">1-1</td>
<td id="r1c2">1-2</td>
<td id="r1c3">1-3</td>
<td id="r1c4">1-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td id="r2c1">2-1</td>
<td id="r2c2">2-2</td>
<td id="r2c3">2-3</td>
<td id="r2c4">2-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td id="r3c1">3-1</td>
<td id="r3c2">3-2</td>
<td id="r3c3">3-3</td>
<td id="r3c4">3-4</td>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td
<td
<td
<td
</tr>
</table>

id="r4c1">4-1</td>
id="r4c2">4-2</td>
id="r4c3">4-3</td>
id="r4c4">4-4</td>

Figure 11. Fixed-width table layout
As you can see in Figure 11, the first column is 200 pixels wide, which happens to be
half the 400-pixel width of the table. The second column is 75 pixels wide, because
the first-row cell within that column has been assigned an explicit width. The third
and fourth columns are each 61 pixels wide. Why? Because the sum of the column
widths for the first and second columns (275 pixels), plus the various borders
between columns (3 pixels), equals 278 pixels. 400 minus 278 is 122, and that divided
in half is 61, so that’s how many pixels wide the third and fourth columns will be.
What about the 500-pixel width for #r2c3? It’s ignored because that cell isn’t in the
first row of the table.
Note that it is not absolutely necessary that the table have an explicit width value to
make use of the fixed-width layout model, although it definitely helps. For example,
given the following, a user agent could calculate a width for the table that is 50 pixels
narrower than the parent element’s width. It would then use that calculated width in
the fixed-layout algorithm:
table {table-layout: fixed; margin: 0 25px; width: auto;}

This is not required, however. User agents are also permitted to lay out any table with
an auto value for width using the automatic-width layout model.

Automatic layout
The automatic-width layout model, while not as fast as fixed layout, is probably much
more familiar to you because it’s substantially the same model that HTML tables have
used for years. In most current user agents, use of this model will be triggered by a
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table having a width of auto, regardless of the value of table-layout, although this is
not assured.
The reason automatic layout is slower is that the table cannot be laid out until the
user agent has looked at all of the content in the table. That is, it requires that the user
agent lay out the entire table in a fashion that takes the contents and styles of every
cell into account. This generally requires the user agent to perform some calculations
and then go back through the table to perform a second set of calculations.
The content has to be fully examined because, as with HTML tables, the table’s layout
is dependent on the content in all the cells. If there is a 400-pixel-wide image in a cell
in the last row, then it will force all of the cells above it (those in the same column) to
be at least 400 pixels wide. Thus, the width of every cell has to be calculated, and
adjustments must be made (possibly triggering another round of content-width cal‐
culations) before the table can be laid out.
The details of the model can be expressed in the following steps:
1. For each cell in a column, calculate both the minimum and maximum cell width.
a. Determine the minimum width required to display the content. In determin‐
ing this minimum content width, the content can flow to any number of lines,
but it may not stick out of the cell’s box. If the cell has a width value that is
larger than the minimum possible width, then the minimum cell width is set
to the value of width. If the cell’s width value is auto, then the minimum cell
width is set to the minimum content width.
b. For the maximum width, determine the width required to display the content
without any line breaking other than that forced by explicit line breaking (e.g.,
the <br> element). That value is the maximum cell width.
2. For each column, calculate both the minimum and maximum column width.
a. The column’s minimum width is determined by the largest minimum cell
width of the cells within the column. If the column has been given an explicit
width value that is larger than any of the minimum cell widths within the col‐
umn, then the minimum column width is set to the value of width.
b. For the maximum width, take the largest maximum cell width of the cells
within the column. If the column has been given an explicit width value that
is larger than any of the maximum cell widths within the column, then the
maximum column width is set to the value of width. These two behaviors
recreate the traditional HTML table behavior of forcibly expanding any col‐
umn to be as wide as its widest cell.
3. In cases where a cell spans more than one column, then the sum of the minimum
column widths must be equal to the minimum cell width for the spanning cell.
Similarly, the sum of the maximum column widths has to equal the spanning
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cell’s maximum width. User agents should divide any changes in column widths
equally among the spanned columns.
In addition, the user agent must take into account that when a column width has a
percentage value for its width, the percentage is calculated in relation to the width of
the table—even though it doesn’t yet know what that will be! It instead has to hang on
to the percentage value and use it in the next part of the algorithm.
At this point, the user agent will have figured how wide or narrow each column can
be. With that information in hand, it can then proceed to actually figuring out the
width of the table. This happens as follows:
1. If the computed width of the table is not auto, then the computed table width is
compared to the sum of all the column widths plus any borders and cell spacing.
(Columns with percentage widths are likely calculated at this time.) The larger of
the two is the final width of the table. If the table’s computed width is larger than
the sum of the column widths, borders, and cell spacing, then the difference is
divided by the number of columns and the result is added to each of them.
2. If the computed width of the table is auto, then the final width of the table is
determined by adding up the column widths, borders, and cell spacing. This
means that the table will be only as wide as needed to display its content, just as
with traditional HTML tables. Any columns with percentage widths use that per‐
centage as a constraint—but one that a user agent does not have to satisfy.
Once the last step is completed, then—and only then—can the user agent actually lay
out the table.
The following styles and markup, presented in Figure 12, help illustrate how this pro‐
cess works:
table {table-layout: auto; width: auto;
border-collapse: collapse;}
td {border: 1px solid; padding: 0;}
col#c3 {width: 25%;}
#r1c2 {width: 40%;}
#r2c2 {width: 50px;}
#r2c3 {width: 35px;}
#r4c1 {width: 100px;}
#r4c4 {width: 1px;}
<table>
<colgroup> <col id="c1"><col id="c2"><col id="c3"><col id="c4"> </colgroup>
<tr>
<td id="r1c1">1-1</td>
<td id="r1c2">1-2</td>
<td id="r1c3">1-3</td>
<td id="r1c4">1-4</td>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td
<td
<td
<td
</tr>
<tr>
<td
<td
<td
<td
</tr>
<tr>
<td
<td
<td
<td
</tr>
</table>

id="r2c1">2-1</td>
id="r2c2">2-2</td>
id="r2c3">2-3</td>
id="r2c4">2-4</td>

id="r3c1">3-1</td>
id="r3c2">3-2</td>
id="r3c3">3-3</td>
id="r3c4">3-4</td>

id="r4c1">4-1</td>
id="r4c2">4-2</td>
id="r4c3">4-3</td>
id="r4c4">4-4</td>

Figure 12. Automatic table layout
Let’s consider what happened for each of the columns, in turn:
• For the first column, the only explicit cell or column width is that of cell 4-1,
which was given a width of 100px. Because the content is so short, both the mini‐
mum and maximum column widths are set to 100px. (If there were a cell in the
column with several sentences of text, it would have increased the maximum col‐
umn width to whatever width necessary to display all of the text without linebreaking.)
• For the second column, two widths were declared: cell 1-2 was given a width of
40%, and cell 2-2 was given a width of 50px. The minimum width of this column
is 50px, and the maximum width is 40% of the final table width.
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• For the third column, only cell 3-3 had an explicit width (35px), but the column
itself was given a width of 25%. Therefore, the minimum column width is 35 pix‐
els, and the maximum width is 25% of the final table width.
• For the fourth column, only cell 4-4 was given an explicit width (1px). This is
smaller than the minimum content width, so both the minimum and maximum
column widths are equal to the minimum content width of the cells. This turns
out to be a computed 22 pixels, so the minimum and maximum widths are both
22 pixels.
The user agent now knows that the four columns have minimum and maximum
widths as follows:
• Minimum 100px, maximum 100px
— Minimum 50px, maximum 40%
— Minimum 35px, maximum 25%
— Minimum 25px, maximum 22px
Thus, the table’s minimum width is the sum of all the column minimums, plus the
borders collapsed between the columns, which totals 215 pixels. The table’s maximum
width is 123px + 65%, where the 123px comes from the first and last columns and
their shares of the collapsed borders. This maximum works out to be
351.42857142857143 pixels (given that 123px represents 35% of the overall table
width). With this number in hand, the second column will be 140.5 pixels wide, and
the third column will be 87.8 pixels wide. These may be rounded by the user agent to
whole numbers such as 141px and 88px, or not, depending on the exact rendering
method used. (These are the numbers used in Figure 12.)
Note that it is not required that user agents actually use the maximum value; they
may choose another course of action.
Of course, this was (although it may not seem like it) a very simple and straightfor‐
ward example: all of the content was basically the same width, and most of the
declared widths were pixel lengths. In a situation where a table contains images, para‐
graphs of text, form elements, and so forth, the process of figuring out the table’s lay‐
out is likely to be a great deal more complicated.

Height
After all of the effort that was expended in figuring out the width of the table, you
might well wonder how much more complicated height calculation will be. Actually,
in CSS terms, it’s pretty simple, although browser developers probably don’t think so.
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The easiest situation to describe is one in which the table height is explicitly set via
the height property. In such cases, the height of the table is defined by the value of
height. This means that a table may be taller or shorter than the sum of its row
heights. Note that height is treated much more like min-height for tables, so if you
define a height value that’s smaller than the sum total of the row heights, it may
appear to be ignored.
By contrast, if the height value of a table is greater than the total of its row heights,
the specification explicitly refuses to define what should happen, instead noting that
the issue may be resolved in future versions of CSS. A user agent could expand the
table’s rows to fill out its height, or leave blank space inside the table’s box, or some‐
thing completely different. It’s up to each user agent to decide.
As of mid-2016, the most common behavior of user agents was to
increase the heights of the rows in a table to fill out its overall
height. This was accomplished by taking the difference between the
table height and the sum of the row heights, dividing it by the
number of rows, and applying the resulting amount to each row.

If the height of the table is auto, then its height is the sum of the heights of all the
rows within the table, plus any borders and cell spacing. To determine the height of
each row, the user agent goes through a process similar to that used to find the widths
of columns. It calculates a minimum and maximum height for the contents of each
cell and then uses these to derive a minimum and maximum height for the row. After
having done this for all the rows, the user agent figures out what each row’s height
should be, stacks them all on top of one another, and uses the total to determine the
table’s height. It’s a lot like inline layout, only with less certainty in how things should
be done.
In addition to what to do about tables with explicit heights and how to treat row
heights within them, you can add the following to the list of things CSS does not
define:
• The effect of a percentage height for table cells.
• The effect of a percentage height for table rows and row groups.
• How a row-spanning cell affects the heights of the rows that are spanned, except
that the rows have to contain the spanning cell.
As you can see, height calculations in tables are largely left up to user agents to figure
out. Historical evidence would suggest that this will lead to each user agent doing
something different, so you should probably avoid setting table heights as much
as possible.
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Alignment
In a rather interesting turn of events, alignment of content within cells is a lot better
defined than cell and row heights. This is true even for vertical alignment, which can
quite easily affect the height of a row.
Horizontal alignment is the simplest. To align content within a cell, you use the textalign property. In effect, the cell is treated as a block-level box, and all of the content
within it is aligned as per the text-align value.
To vertically align content in a table cell, vertical-align is the relevant property. It
uses many of the same values that are used for vertically aligning inline content, but
the meanings of those values change when applied to a table cell. To summarize the
three simplest cases:
top

The top of the cell’s content is aligned with the top of its row; in the case of rowspanning cells, the top of the cell’s content is aligned with the top of the first row
it spans.
bottom

The bottom of the cell’s content is aligned with the bottom of its row; in the case
of row-spanning cells, the bottom of the cell’s content is aligned with the bottom
of the last row it spans.
middle

The middle of the cell’s content is aligned with the middle of its row; in the case
of row-spanning cells, the middle of the cell’s content is aligned with the middle
of all the rows it spans.
These are illustrated in Figure 13, which uses the following styles and markup:
table {table-layout: auto; width: 20em;
border-collapse: separate; border-spacing: 3px;}
td {border: 1px solid; background: silver;
padding: 0;}
div {border: 1px dashed gray; background: white;}
#r1c1 {vertical-align: top; height: 10em;}
#r1c2 {vertical-align: middle;}
#r1c3 {vertical-align: bottom;}
<table>
<tr>
<td id="r1c1">
<div>
The contents of this cell are top-aligned.
</div>
</td>
<td id="r1c2">
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<div>
The contents of this cell are middle-aligned.
</div>
</td>
<td id="r1c3">
<div>
The contents of this cell are bottom-aligned.
</div>
</td>
</tr>
</table>

Figure 13. Vertical alignment of cell contents
In each case, the alignment is carried out by automatically increasing the padding of
the cell itself to achieve the desired effect. In the first cell in Figure 13, the bottom
padding of the cell has been changed to equal the difference between the height of the
cell’s box and the height of the content within the cell. For the second cell, the top and
bottom padding of the cell have been reset to be equal, thus vertically centering the
content of the cell. In the last cell, the cell’s top padding has been altered.
The fourth possible value alignment is baseline, and it’s a little more complicated
that the first three:
baseline

The baseline of the cell is aligned with the baseline of its row; in the case of rowspanning cells, the baseline of the cell is aligned with the baseline of the first row
it spans.
It’s easiest to provide an illustration (Figure 14) and then discuss what’s happening.
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Figure 14. Baseline alignment of cell contents
A row’s baseline is defined by the lowest initial cell baseline (that is, the baseline of
the first line of text) out of all its cells. Thus, in Figure 14, the row’s baseline was
defined by the third cell, which has the lowest initial baseline. The first two cells then
have the baseline of their first line of text aligned with the row’s baseline.
As with top, middle, and bottom alignment, the placement of baseline-aligned cell
content is accomplished by altering the top and bottom padding of the cells. In cases
where none of the cells in a row are baseline-aligned, the row does not even have a
baseline—it doesn’t really need one.
The detailed process for aligning cell contents within a row is as follows:
1. If any of the cells are baseline-aligned, then the row’s baseline is determined and
the content of the baseline-aligned cells is placed.
a. Any top-aligned cell has its content placed. The row now has a provisional
height, which is defined by the lowest cell bottom of the cells that have already
had their content placed.
b. If any remaining cells are middle- or bottom-aligned, and the content height
is taller than the provisional row height, the height of the row is increased to
enclose the tallest of those cells.
c. All remaining cells have their content placed. In any cell whose contents are
shorter than the row height, the cell’s padding is increased in order to match
the height of the row.
The vertical-align values sub, super, text-top, and text-bottom are supposed to
be ignored when applied to table cells. Instead, they seem to all treated as if they are
baseline, or possibly top.
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Summary
Even if you’re quite familiar with table layout from years of table-and-spacer design,
it turns out that the mechanisms driving such layout are rather complicated. Thanks
to the legacy of HTML table construction, the CSS table model is row-centric, but it
does, thankfully, accommodate columns and limited column styling. Thanks to new
abilities to affect cell alignment and table width, you now have even more tools for
presenting tables in a pleasing way.
The ability to apply table-related display values to arbitrary elements opens the door
to creating table-like layouts using HTML elements such as div and section, or in
XML languages where any element could be used to describe table components.
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The animals on the cover of Table Layout in CSS are salmon (salmonidae), which is a
family of fish consisting of many different species. Two of the most common salmon
are the Pacific salmon and the Atlantic salmon.
Pacific salmon live in the northern Pacific Ocean off the coasts of North America and
Asia. There are five subspecies of Pacific salmon, with an average weight of 10 to 30
pounds. Pacific salmon are born in the fall in freshwater stream gravel beds, where

they incubate through the winter and emerge as inch-long fish. They live for a year or
two in streams or lakes and then head downstream to the ocean. There they live for a
few years, before heading back upstream to their exact place of birth to spawn and
then die.
Atlantic salmon live in the northern Atlantic Ocean off the coasts of North America
and Europe. There are many subspecies of Atlantic salmon, including the trout and
the char. Their average weight is 10 to 20 pounds. The Atlantic salmon family has a
life cycle similar to that of its Pacific cousins, and also travels from freshwater gravel
beds to the sea. A major difference between the two, however, is that the Atlantic sal‐
mon does not die after spawning; it can return to the ocean and then return to the
stream to spawn again, usually two or three times.
Salmon, in general, are graceful, silver-colored fish with spots on their backs and fins.
Their diet consists of plankton, insect larvae, shrimp, and smaller fish. Their unusu‐
ally keen sense of smell is thought to help them navigate from the ocean back to the
exact spot of their birth, upstream past many obstacles. Some species of salmon
remain landlocked, living their entire lives in freshwater.
Salmon are an important part of the ecosystem, as their decaying bodies provide fer‐
tilizer for streambeds. Their numbers have been dwindling over the years, however.
Factors in the declining salmon population include habitat destruction, fishing, dams
that block spawning paths, acid rain, droughts, floods, and pollution.
Many of the animals on O’Reilly covers are endangered; all of them are important to
the world. To learn more about how you can help, go to animals.oreilly.com.
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